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Students are all different and therefore, their learning
rhythms and the development of their multiple intelligence
is different. Thanks to this more humane concept of school,
we are all enriched by and through diversity.

Cristo de la Yedra School is a Catholic
educational institution that supports
the transition to school with inclusive
educational projects such as
Language Immersion or Interchange
projects.

The School

For being attentive and responsive to the learning pace
of our students, especially those with special
educational needs
For trusting in the possibilities of personal growth of
each one of them
For being an inclusive school that educates in and for
freedom, responsibility, respect, a critical vision of the
reality that surrounds us, transcendence and social

The school wants to be recognised:



On 29 March we visited the
School Cristo de la Yedra..

It was a pleasure for us to
discover the passion and
affection that is put into all the
children every year.

We were welcomed
by Francisco Javier
Lorite Garcia who
first took us to the
school auditorium to
explain the origins
and objectives of the
institute. 

We were guided through the
kindergarten, first and second grade
schools.

Then together with the
directors M Luisa
Castellano and Amparo
Romera and the
counsellor Carolina
Ortega Espigares, we
visited all the different
areas of the institute. 

In addition, there is a secondary school
body that guides the students in their
choice of path after their studies.

For each area we met
teachers and technicians
from the school. It was
very interesting to be
guided through the
technology, computer
and science classroom.



The school uses the
common rooms as a
meeting place for the
students of different

grades.



It was a pleasure for us to be able to share this
day at Colegio Cristo de la Yedra.


